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Abstract

Estimating the pose of an unseen object is the goal of the challenging one-shot pose estimation task. Previous methods have heavily relied on feature matching with great success. However, these methods are often inefficient and limited by their reliance on pre-trained models that have not been designed specifically for pose estimation. In this paper we propose PoseMatcher, an accurate one-shot object pose estimator that overcomes these limitations. We create a new training pipeline for object to image matching based on a three-view system: a query with a positive and negative templates. This simple yet effective approach emulates test time scenarios by cheaply constructing an approximation of the full object point cloud during training. To enable PoseMatcher to attend to distinct input modalities, an image and a pointcloud, we introduce IO-Layer, a new attention layer that efficiently accommodates self and cross attention between the inputs. Moreover, we propose a pruning strategy where we iteratively remove redundant regions of the target object to further reduce the complexity and noise of the network while maintaining accuracy. Finally we redesign commonly used pose refinement strategies, zoom and 2D offset refinements, and adapt them to the one-shot paradigm. We outperform all prior real-time one-shot pose estimation methods on the Linemod and YCB-V datasets as well achieve results rivaling recent instance-level methods. The source code and models are available at github.com/PedroCastro/PoseMatcher.

1. Introduction

Accurately retrieving the relative position and orientation of an object is the first step for any task that requires interaction with objects in the real world. Estimating the pose of an object is an indispensable step for robotic manipulation as well as in VR/AR applications. It is imperative for the pose estimation to be accurate and robust to external obstacles such as occlusion, illumination and symmetries. Existing methods excel at retrieving the pose of known objects to a very high accuracy standard [42, 7, 2]. Some methods can even produce pose estimation at high throughput [42, 4], be specially robust to symmetries [10] and can even surpass synthetic to real domain gaps [41, 36]. However, most share a very large limitation: the target objects must be known. This constraint is severely limiting as it necessitates model retraining for each object addition. Retraining new objects on existing models might lead to catastrophic forgetting if not handled properly [19]. Category level approaches [46, 43] try to generalize up to a category, where each target object can be obtained with a simple deformation of a canonical model and all share semantic keypoints (ex. handle on a mug or the cap of a bottle). Nonetheless, much of the same one-shot domain problems still remain: objects category must have been seen before and the target object must not lie outside of the scope of the category for the estimation to be possible. In order to overcome these problems we must tackle object pose estimation in the one-shot paradigm.

By one-shot pose estimation, we refer to estimating the pose of an novel object based on information seen only at test-time, without the object, or its category, being present in the training dataset. Older methods have some very hard constraints such as needing masking and depth maps at test-time [13], a full colored 3D model of the target object [22],
need to be fine-tuned on images of the same dataset for difficulties of overcoming domain gap [25] or rely on an extremely expensive test-time optimization through renderers [47, 21, 28]. More recently, feature matching methods have been shown to achieve impressive results. Particularly, OnePose [38] and OnePose++ [12] make use of existing state of the art pre-trained descriptor extractors on top of which a pose estimation pipeline is built. However, by relying on a fixed pre-trained model to extract descriptive keypoints from templates it fails to capture the optimal keypoint object descriptions. Ideally, the template extraction module should be the same as the query model and should be jointly optimized.

We rethink the approach to the problem and introduce a three-view pipeline that allows us to jointly train the template and query extractors. Just by redesigning the training pipeline, we can improve OnePose++[12] without additional changes to its methodology. We also introduce a new efficient image to object attention layer which we call IO-Layer, which reduces both parameters when compared to the modules used by OnePose++ [12] and also separates the two input modalities, an image and a pointcloud, allowing the model to optimize weights specifically for either image or pointcloud keypoints. We also found that working with a full object at all stages of the feature matching is redundant and reduces pose estimation accuracy which lead us to introduce a novel iterative matching based pointcloud pruning. On top of these changes, we employ a 3D-refinement technique based on zoom refinement used on instance-level pose estimation [22, 4, 20].

In summary our contributions are as follows:

• We redesign the training pipeline for one-shot object to-image matching. Our three-view training approach allows us to train from scratch PoseMatcher, a pose estimation method leveraging detection free keypoint matching.

• We introduce a more efficient image to object attention layer we call IO-Layer, specifically built to accommodate the two input modalities, the image and the object pointcloud.

• We propose a layered pruning of the target object point cloud. We improve runtime by reducing the amount of attented keypoints while reducing noisy matching, leading to an improvement in accuracy.

• We create a fine level 3D based refinement where we directly estimate relative 2D and depth positions, replacing the 2D keypoint refinement used by prior one-shot approaches.

2. Literature

Fully supervised pose estimation. Instance-level pose estimation is designed to support a single object. Due to this task’s narrowed scope, the accuracy of instance-level methods are becoming increasingly more impressive. Early 6D pose estimation works focused on recovering the 2D position of specific keypoints, mainly the 3D bounding box of the target [33, 27, 39]. PVNet [30] found that choosing keypoints that lie within the object’s silhouette would yield better results. This idea has become a mainstay among current keypoint based methods [15, 4]. An alternative to choosing a limited amount of features was to estimate the coordinate of the surface of the object at each pixel [43, 48, 29]. GDR[42] and SO-Pose[7] approximated PnP through a small neural network and optimizing directly through pose errors. Direct pose estimation with a combination of a dense intermediate representation makes up most of the state of the art methods as per the BOP challenge [14]. Other ideas have focused on designing textures as learnable features that can be more easily estimated [10, 16] and as a result, better correspondences are found. In order to decrease the need for real data, Sock et al. [36] proposed a differentiable pipeline where learning is done through comparison with a rendering of the estimation which is done using keypoints, where Self6D [41] directly outputs pose.

One-shot pose estimation. Until recent versions of the BOP challenge [14], Point Pair Features [13] held the top spot on its leaderboard. It relies on selecting geometrical relevant keypoints from an existing 3D object model and matching these to a depth map. This method relies on capturing information with a depth sensor at inference time which is not commonly available. Extending the prior instance-level approaches to category-level allows for object deformation and texture change within a narrow category [49, 9, 43]. The main idea from NOCS [43], although used for instance-level by a wide range of works [42, 7, 48], was initially to predict pose of slightly deformable objects within a category, as it was inspired by its human reconstruction contemporary DenseBody [1]. Recent advancements have been made that allow for training for in the wild [9]. However, these are sill limited by the similarity to objects of the same category. Our aim is to overcome this limitation.

Methods such as Pitteri et al. [31] and CorNet[32] rely on training with a subset of similar objects of the same dataset and/or scene, which includes biases towards illuminations, noise, background and shape. Recent attempts have shown researchers are keen on tackling one-shot pose estimation. OSOP [35] introduces a global template matching method where a given query is matched to the closest viewpoint from a database of pre-processed synthetic viewpoints, which requires the object model, an assumption we do not make. Gen6D [25] works in a similar fashion by
matching a query to a small amount of real annotated images and then refining the pose. However, it is susceptible to poor pose initialization and poor 2D bounding box detections. The closest work to our own is OnePose++, an improved version of OnePose[38], where the feature extraction is replaced by the detector free feature matcher LoFTR[37]. However, OnePose++[12] adapts a pre-trained LoFTR to one-shot pose estimation without taking consideration the different modalities of image and point cloud, self-occlusion redundancy and the possibility of using 6D pose based refinement.

3. PoseMatcher

The goal of the PoseMatcher is to establish matches between the two sets of keypoints. We establish correspondence between the 2D keypoints features extracted from the query image $I^Q$ and the object point cloud $\{P_O\}$. From those matches we can apply PnP and recover full 6D pose $\zeta$. A diagram of PoseMatcher can be seen in Fig. 2.

3.1. Template Based Training

We adopt a new training methodology that allows us to design a one-shot object-image detector free feature matching model from scratch, specifically aimed at pose estimation task. We therefore remove the need for pre-trained descriptor extractors used by OnePose and OnePose++[38, 12].

However, a single viewpoint will result in a partial reconstruction of the object. At inference time, both the visible and occluded regions of the object will be represented in the template point-cloud. Therefore, a single template is not enough to emulate the conditions at test-time.

To address these limitations, we sample an additional template image we refer to as the negative template $I^\neg$. This template shares low co-visibility area with the anchor image. The keypoints extracted from $I^\neg$ serve to generate nearly complete reconstruction of the target object, with the visible sections being sampled from $I^+$ while the self-occluded ones from $I^\neg$. This 2-template paradigm simulates the full object point-cloud available at the inference time.

In order to optimize through the matching task we apply the differentiable dual-softmax operator as proposed by LoFTR[37] and subsequently used by both OnePose and OnePose++[38, 12].

In order to output matches, we start by using a local feature extractor, such as a Resnet[11] to extract coarse and fine level feature maps, $\hat{F}_{I^Q} \in \mathbb{R}^{H_xW_xC}$ and $\tilde{F}_{I^Q} \in$
from the query image. We repeat the same process for both \( \mathcal{I}^+ \) and \( \mathcal{I}^- \) and sample \( M \) points from both templates. We make sure that the template positions lie within the objects mask such that:

\[
p^+ = \{ p^+_k \mid k \in \mathcal{M}^+ \}, \quad p^- = \{ p^-_k \mid k \in \mathcal{M}^- \}, \tag{1}
\]

where \( \mathcal{M} \) refers to the segmentation mask. We back-project, using the a depth map only available at training time, and generate a template point \( \mathcal{P}_T^{3D} \in \mathbb{R}^{2M \times 3} \) with its corresponding extracted features \( \mathcal{F}_T \in \mathbb{R}^{2M \times C} \) and \( \mathcal{F}_T \in \mathbb{R}^{2M \times C} \), where \( \mathcal{T} \) refers to the combined positive and negative templates.

At this point, we perform dense matching between the coarse level query features \( \mathcal{F}_{\mathcal{Q}} \) and the extracted point cloud \( \mathcal{F}_T \). We now aim to globally match each pixel of the query image that contains the object to its respective point cloud keypoint. We make use of positional embeddings to encode positional information into each feature point. For 2D keypoints we use the sinusoidal fixed version used by DETR [3] while for 3D positional encoding we use a simple 3-layer MLP as used by SurfEmb [10] and OnePose++ [12].

We flatten both feature maps and apply self and cross attention layers following other feature matching papers [34, 37, 38, 12, 44] to generate more easily separable features on each set. Our objective is to construct a matrix \( \mathcal{P}^{HW \times 2M} \) that reflects the level of confidence of the correspondence between \( \mathcal{P}^{2D} \) and \( \mathcal{P}^{3D} \). A score matrix \( \mathcal{S} \) is computed by measuring the cosine similarity between the two sets of transformed features in a contrastive manner. We apply dual-softmax [40] over \( \mathcal{S} \) to calculate the correspondence confidence matrix \( \mathcal{P} \):

\[
\mathcal{P} = \text{softmax}(\mathcal{S}(i,:))_c \cdot \text{softmax}(\mathcal{S}(:,c))_i, \tag{2}
\]

where \( \mathcal{S} = \frac{1}{\tau} (\mathcal{F}_{\mathcal{Q}}^T \cdot \mathcal{F}_T) \), \( \tau \) being a temperature hyperparameter, with \( i \) and \( c \) being the indices of the flattened image pixels and point cloud, respectively. The image to object correspondences \( \mathcal{C} \) are established by choosing only those that exceed a certain level of confidence, represented by the threshold value \( \theta \), and meet the mutual nearest neighbor (MNN) constraint to remove false matches:

\[
\mathcal{C} = \{(i,c) \mid \forall (i,c) \in \text{MNN}(\mathcal{P}^{2D}_i, \mathcal{P}^{3D}_c), \mathcal{P}_{i,c} \geq \theta \}. \tag{3}
\]

The coarse loss \( \mathcal{L}_c \) used to optimize \( \mathcal{C} \) uses focal loss [24] as suggested by LoFTR [37].

### 3.2. IO-Layer: An object-image attention layer

Image to image feature matching has seen its effectiveness increase with the introduction of self and cross attention mechanisms [44, 34, 37, 26]. These layers are particularly efficient for this task seeing as both inputs are from the same modality and share the same spatial structure. For this reason, self attention layers can share weights and cross attention only requires swapping the query and template image, as you can see in Fig 3. OnePose++ [12] has suggested using the same approach for image to object matching however in this scenario we are working with two different modalities, a 2D image and a 3D point cloud.

We postulate that mixing modalities has an adverse effect on learning distinctive features. The positional encoding for each input is structurally different which means that attention layers will have difficulty separating the features of each modality. OnePose++ [12] shares a sign of this problem when they observe that adding 3D positional encoding results in a small (< 1%) improvement. A simple ad-hoc solution would be to have modality specific weights, however that would double the amount of parameters and subsequently the necessary amount of training data and compute.

In standard self attention layers an input sequence is linearly projected into a query, key and value: \( Q_i, K_i, V_i \).stemming from the same input \( i \). For cross attention, one would linearly project \( Q_i, K_j, V_j \) where \( i \) and \( j \) are different inputs. Usually, in attention mechanisms, the encoded message is parsed to the decoder and is not returned. However, since it is important for the image features to be distinct from the object’s and vice-versa, the message must be passed bi-directionally and therefore requires careful redesign.

We propose a simple layer, specially designed for Image to Object matching we call IO-Layer. \( (Q_o, K_o, V_o) \) and \( (Q_i, K_i, V_i) \), the inputs to the attention mechanism for inputs and object respectively, are computed only once and used for both self and cross attention. Therefore cross attention is computed as \( \text{softmax}(Q_o K_i^T) / \sqrt{d} \) for image to object and object to image attention respectively, where we only have to project each sequence once. We modify self and cross attention accordingly to support Linear Attention [17]. Much like the layers used in LoFTR and OnePose++, these can be stacked together. We exemplify the IO-Layer on Fig 3.

#### 3.3. Object Pruning

OnePose++ proposes sampling and using a point cloud template with over 15k keypoints per object. Performing attention over such a higher number of keypoints is expensive even if using more efficient mechanisms such as Linear Attention [17]. The set of keypoints that are not in visible in the query image should be quickly identifiable in early matching. Removing these keypoints from the point cloud allows for better separability of the features of the remaining visible keypoint, which leads to a better match. As a peripheral advantage, by removing a set of keypoints from the template point cloud, we reduce the complexity of the following attention layers. During pruning, we do not impose a hard threshold on the confidence of the matches but rather
but rather we select the keypoints with higher confidences of existing in the image. We extend the matching operation in Eq. 3 where we sum the keypoint confidences over every pixel and prune the lowest ones. We insert a pruning step after each IO-Layer. The amount of pruning is subjected to ablation studies in Section 4.5.1.

3.4. Pose Refinement

We add a fine level 2D-refinement post-processing step as described by LoFTR [37] and OnePose++ [12]. For each match, we crop a window at the match location and perform simple matching w.r.t. the matched keypoints. We supervise it by minimizing the Euclidean distance between the center of the grid and the projected keypoints. More details about 2D refinement are available in LoFTR [37].

However, its impact is limited as we show in the experimental section. We believe this is due to the use of PnP following the keypoint position refinement. Prior 6D object pose literature has shown that estimating translation through PnP leads to poor results [23, 42]. An alternative approach, first introduced by CDPN [23], is to directly estimate the translation as the 2D offset of the object centroid adjusted for the crop bounding box relative depth estimation. Directly applying this step to PoseMatcher cannot be done seeing as the objects are not known.

In order to perform translation estimation, we adopt translation refinement, which will refer to as 3D-refinement, a strategy used by iterative methods [4, 20, 22]. Instead of estimating the translations directly, we estimate the translation errors given an initial pose. Intuitively, we estimate the necessary 2D translation and zoom necessary to align the initial pose to the target pose.

In order to generate the initial pose \( \zeta^0 \), we perform PnP over the coarse matching keypoints. In the 2D-refinement step, the initial position of the matched keypoints are the image grid default positions. However, if we are performing a refinement over an initial pose, this alignment might be broken due to erroneous matching, pose estimation or even sub-pixel positioning. Therefore we project the matched keypoints using the initial pose and use those 2D locations as the center for the fine-sampling grid crops \( F_{crop} \). We perform self and cross attention over the grids and the corresponding 3D fine feature \( T_i \) using a single IO-Layer. We compute the 2D expectation and supervise its output using the same methodology as described for the 2D-refinement.

We propose a lightweight CNN similar to the one used for learned Patch-PnP in GDR-Net [42]. We build our pose representation as a pixel-wise map where at each coarse pixel we collect each matched keypoint refinement prediction (i.e. refinement direction). This CNN outputs the 3D-refinement in the form of \( \Delta T \) and \( \Delta Z \), the 2D location and zoom offsets respectively. Moreover, in order to supervise the refinement step, LoFTR [37] proposes computing the total variance of the matching heatmap in order to penalize more confident but erroneous estimations. We propose reusing this variance to introduce a confidence measure to each keypoint refinement output and append to each input its corresponding refinement.

We model the zoom as a classification problem and discrete the possible zooms in \( K \) classes [2]. We output the estimated zoom \( \delta_z \) as the expectation over all classes and 2D translation \( \delta_{2d} \) necessary to align \( \zeta^0 \) with \( \zeta^{GT} \) as following:

\[
\begin{align*}
\zeta_z^{GT} &= \zeta_z^{GT} \cdot \delta_z, \\
p(\zeta^{GT}) &= p(\zeta^{GT}) \cdot \delta_{2d},
\end{align*}
\] (4)

where \( p(P) = K \zeta[0, 0, 0]^T \) is the 2D projection location of the object’s centroid adjusted for the crop bounding box and \( K \) are the camera intrinsic parameters.

We supervise the zoom and 2D location offset directly with a sparse loss:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{L}_z &= ||\delta_z - \varepsilon_z||_1 \\
\mathcal{L}_{2d} &= ||\delta_{2d} - \varepsilon_{2d}||_1
\end{align*}
\] (5)
where $\varepsilon$ is noise introduced at training time.

The full loss with our improvements becomes:

$$L = L_z + L_f + \alpha (L_z + L_{2d}).$$ (6)

4. Experiments.

4.1. Data preparation

In order to train PoseMatcher from scratch we must use a sufficiently large dataset to encompass a large number of shapes and textures. We use the Google Scanned Objects [8] dataset with 1023 household objects. We use the renderings provided by [25] for fair comparison where each object is rendered at 250 different viewpoints. We use an additional set of 500 keypoints from ShapeNet [5] with renderings provided by [9]. For each instance we find a close viewpoint, $T^+$, sampled within $[5^\circ, 25^\circ]$ orientation to ensure high co-visibility while being sufficiently disparate. $T^-$ is sampled randomly from a set of the 5 farthest viewpoints from the query, which ensures enough data variety. We apply the standard color and noise augmentations $[10, 42, 4]$ as well as bounding box zoom-ins as proposed by CDPN [23]. We also perform object level augmentations by changing the object’s canonical reference frame. Although only 1500 objects are used, by providing strong augmentations we are able to avoid overfitting.

4.2. Implementation Details.

For fair comparison with OnePose++, we use 3 IO-Layers. We set the contrastive temperature term $\tau = 0.1$. For 3D-refinement we set $K = 100$ and $\alpha = 100$. During training we sample $M = 2048$ from each templates for a total of 4096. For refinement, we use the top 512 matches with confidences up to $\theta = 0.1$. If not enough matches during training, we pad the pointcloud with groundtruth matches. At test time, we sample 16k keypoints from the available training images. We prune 50% of the point cloud after each IO-Layer, to 8k and 4k after the first two layers, respectively.

For all experiments, we use AdamW [18] with cosine learning rate decay and we linearly warmup the learning rate for 5 epochs. We train PoseMatcher for 50 epochs with a batch size of 8 and an initial learning rate of 0.0001. At each epoch, we sample 10 different viewpoint queries for each of the 1500 objects.

4.3. RGB vs Grayscale images

Interest point descriptor models are mostly used over grayscale images as it has been shown to improve generalization. OnePose and OnePose++ [38, 12] are applied to grayscale images because they make use of pre-trained descriptor models trained solely on grayscale, SuperPoint [6] and LoFTR respectively [37]. PoseMatcher does not rely on prior methods thus is not limited to grayscale. To provide a comprehensive analysis and ensure thoroughness we train our method on both RGB and grayscale input. Intuitively, RGB inputs should provide more information and allow PoseMatcher to better separate textured regions of an object as well as from the background. Surprisingly, we found that using RGB data improves our method. Grayscale only reaches an ADD-(S) accuracy of 84.1% on Linemod while RGB inputs reach an accuracy 87.5%. All our experiments and further ablations use RGB inputs.

4.4. Evaluation Results

Our results on Linemod and the YCB-V datasets use the standard 2D bounding boxes provided by the BOP Challenge [14]. To note these are trained using synthetic versions of the target datasets which is done in order for a fair

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Fully Supervised</th>
<th>Self-Supervised</th>
<th>One-Shot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ape</td>
<td>43.6</td>
<td>85.9</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benchvise</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>86.9</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>99.3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cat</td>
<td>79.3</td>
<td>93.0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driller</td>
<td>96.4</td>
<td>100.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duck</td>
<td>52.6</td>
<td>65.3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eggbox*</td>
<td>99.2</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glue*</td>
<td>95.7</td>
<td>98.1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holepuncher</td>
<td>81.9</td>
<td>73.4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>98.9</td>
<td>86.9</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamp</td>
<td>99.3</td>
<td>99.6</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>92.4</td>
<td>86.3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>86.3</td>
<td>91.0</td>
<td>96.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison study on Linemod. We present the results for ADD-(S) metric and compare them to state of the art. While Linemod is close to saturated for fully supervised methods, one-shot pose estimation is still challenging. PoseMatcher achieves the best results for all objects for the one-shot category, surpassing self-supervised methods and close to fully supervised methods. Best results for one-shot are bolded. * denotes symmetric objects.
Pruning ablations. With this ablation, we show

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Three-View</th>
<th>IO-Layer</th>
<th>Pruning</th>
<th>2D-Ref</th>
<th>3D-Ref</th>
<th>Grayscale</th>
<th>Linemod</th>
<th>YCB-V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>86.9</td>
<td>76.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>81.1</td>
<td>81.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>83.4</td>
<td>83.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>87.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>84.1</td>
<td>84.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Ablation studies for each component. We present the results on Linemod and YCB-V measured by ADD-(S). The first line are the results gathered from OnePose++ [38]. The model used for the second and third rows refer is identical to the OnePose++ [12] model trained with our three-view based pipeline.

comparison to other methods that rely on the same detections. To measure the performance of PoseMatcher, we employ the same metrics used by prior methods. The ADD-(S) metric considers a pose correct if the average distance to the groundtruth falls below a threshold, usually 10% of the objects diameter, with a slightly modified version for symmetric objects [45].

We outperform every existing one-shot method by a significant margin, specially on more complicated objects such as the Ape or the Cat. We have a large advantage over DeepIM [22] which needs a strong pose initialization from PoseCNN [45] whereas PoseMatcher does not require any type of pose initialization or the 3D mesh model. It is interesting to observe that we also outperform PVNet[30], an instance-level pose estimator.

4.5. Ablation Studies

Our new training pipeline elevates the results from OnePose++ [12]. By learning meaningful descriptors specifically trained for pose estimation instead of pretrained ones, we are able increase the quality of the feature matching thereby improving the pose accuracy by 5%. This confirms that carefully designing a training pipeline can yield better results.

The IO-Layer, our novel attention based layer, yields an improvement of 2% on both datasets. While it does not increase runtime performance when compared to OnePose++ [38], we can see an improvement stemming from the use of specialized modality weights.

Replacing 2D based refinement with pose specific 3D-Refinement improved our results significantly. We found improvements in both Linemod and the YCB-V datasets. The improvement cannot be solely observed by measuring the ADD-(S) since the average threshold for Linemod is mm. We provide further information for Linemod on Fig. 5 where the error curves for each object in Linemod can be seen. The 3D-refinement has a much larger impact on lower thresholds accuracies than higher ones. An addition like 3D-refinement is invaluable for applications that require high precision.

We found 2D-refinement to result in no significant improvements. This step does not correct significant matching errors and PnP seems to overcome small imperfections stemming from resolution errors. PnP is also subject to biasing for translation as observed by prior works [42, 23]. Our results on 3D-refinement show a large increase in the translation accuracy when we use 3D-refinement over 2D-refinement, which is also reflected on ADD-(S).

4.5.1 Object pruning ablations

As discussed before, pruning an object provides two advantages. Firstly, it eliminates self-occluded regions of the object which removes possible noise during feature matching. Secondly, by reducing the size of the pointcloud, not only is the complexity of the attention modules reduced but also due to less keypoints correspondences PnP becomes faster to compute. In practice, without pruning and measured on our hardware, PoseMatcher takes 160ms (2D/3D refinements are not greatly affected by pointcloud size). For 10%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 90% pruning, PoseMatcher takes 151, 146, 135, 118, 100 ms. OnePose++ runtime is equivalent to our method without pruning. However, pruning a large amount of keypoints leads to poorer results as it excludes essential keypoints. We perform inference time ablation studies to help us determine the optimal pruning percentage and plot the results of percentages ranging from 10% to 90% after each IO-Layer in Fig 4 and measure the ADD-(S) accuracy on Linemod. If a low amount of keypoints are removed, the performance is not highly affected. However, we see a small drop at 75% with a large drop when crop 90% of the existing pointcloud. The latter might be due to the number of initial keypoints as the number of keypoints drops to 150 keypoints. Although increasing the number of pruned keypoints leads to higher throughput, the peak accuracy results is at 50%.

Figure 4: Pruning ablations. With this ablation, we show that PoseMatcher is not reliant on a large number of keypoints and only degrades significantly when more than 75% of the keypoints are prunned.
Table 3: Number of templates. We present the results on Linemod for % of training images used. Each object has around 180 images therefore 10% is only 18 templates to use.

### 4.5.2 Number of Templates

For all our experiments on Linemod, we have been using all the available training images in order to sample template keypoints. Due to our training pipeline, PoseMatcher is robust to incomplete and noisy templates. We perform an ablation study over the number of templates needed. Since each object in Linemod contains different number of training images, we present the percentage of training images used. To sample which images to use, we sample from the available viewpoints using furthest point sampling [30] w.r.t. orientations in order to cover the widest range of viewpoints. PoseMatcher almost achieves the same level of accuracy as OnePose++ [12] using only 75% of the available training images.

### 5. Conclusions

We proposed PoseMatcher, a novel model free one-shot pose estimator based on deep feature matching. Given a sequence of template images, we can reconstruct a feature point cloud and extract matches from a query image. In order to avoid using pre-trained descriptor models, we introduce a new training pipeline that allows us to train from scratch. With this simple addition, we show that we can improve OnePose++ [12] without any additional changes. We build on top of OnePose++ by designing a new attention layer IO-Layer, designed specifically for image to object matching. Additionally, we propose improvements to the pipeline including object pruning and 3D based refinement.

**Limitations.** Unfortunately we found that PoseMatcher has limited domain adaptation capability. If there is a large domain gap between the template domain (ex. synthetic renderings) and queries PoseMatcher is unable to correctly match keypoints, even coarsely. We specifically find this on YCB-V where each scene contains different levels of sensor noise and illumination. We also found symmetric objects particularly difficult, even though object pruning did show improvements.
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